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ABSTRACT

Undergraduate students have developed the Drone Data Communication System (DDCS). This ap-
plication supports telemetry and command control for St. Mary’s University’s Unmanned Aerial
Systems Laboratory. The scalable implementation derives many features from documented mili-
tary and commercial telemetry solutions but also expands to include additional features needed to
support its educational and research missions.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes our undergraduate Senior Design Capstone Project, the Drone Data Commu-
nication System (DDCS). DDCS is a system of unified subsystems that provides an open and ex-
tensible set of functions needed for teaching, evaluating, and experimenting with small unmanned
areal systems (also known as drones). DDCS was intentionally designed and developed as an open
architecture such that it facilitates future open-source pathways that may be extended to various
drone models, computer architectures, user interfaces, and networks. The system has no restric-
tions on programming language, thus allowing for an effortless integration with both established
and modern languages such as C, C++, MATLAB, Python, etc. DDCS will form the framework for
many of St. Mary’s University’s drone emphasis classes. The remainder of the paper is structured
as follows. The Background section provides essential background information, and the About Us
section additional information about the authors, respectively. The Architecture section describes
the architecture of DDCS, the Results section showcases our results, and the Summary and Future
Work section provides our final conclusions for this paper.

BACKGROUND

Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) are growing in popularity. The United States Air Force (USAF)
defines such systems as ”an aircraft that does not carry a human operator and is capable of flight
with or without remote control” [1]. These systems have been employed for over a century, with
the first uses dating back to 1917, when the United Kingdom operated radio-controlled aircraft
loaded with explosives during World War 1[2]. Since then, various states have employed UASs in
military operations[3]. Additionally, in 1996, the USAF Scientific Advisory Board predicted that
these systems would play a key role in enhancing the nation’s military power[4]. However, UASs
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are now smaller, easier to control, cheaper, and have found their way to civilian applications[5].
UASs are now found in sports[6], emergency response[7], agriculture [8], STEM education[9], and
wildlife monitoring[10] among other use cases. Additionally, their usage will continue to increase
and become ubiquitous in modern society[5].

To address this growing UAS job market and prepare students as future engineers in the field, St.
Mary’s University in San Antonio, Texas, is focusing efforts on the UAS domain. The university
created a Bachelor of Science in Engineering Sciences with a concentration in Unmanned Aerial
Systems degree. Additionally, St. Mary’s University inaugurated a new UAS laboratory to support
the new and existing engineering programs. This 1734 sqft facility has a 30x30ft flight area and a
development room. Figure 1 shows the laboratory and the enclosed flying area.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: St. Mary’s University Unmanned Aerial System laboratory (a) building , (b) indoor flight
area

Alongside the above UAS initiatives, St. Mary’s has guided students and sponsored various UAS-
related Senior Design Capstone Projects. One project, named ”St. Mary’s University Copter”
(SMUC), consists of a multi-rotor framework designed for teaching and research. The university
students fully developed this quadcopter system. For instance, mechanical engineering students de-
signed and 3D printed the frame, electrical engineering students developed the Extended Kalman
Filter and control algorithms, and computer engineering students developed the software architec-
ture and communication protocol. Figure 2 shows the SMUC quadcopter’s latest version.

Telemetry is an essential factor for any unmanned system, and to serve as a research and educa-
tional platform; some special requirements are necessary for a telemetry system. Therefore, we
decided to develop our system from scratch to fulfill such requirements. We intended this system
to be open-source and scalable to other open-source UAS projects. Due to the application’s nature
and to serve as a teaching and research platform, we elicited requirements such as low-latency,
monitorability, logging ability, and scalability to different UAS systems (individual and swarm) to
drive our design.
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Figure 2: Quadcopter fully developed by St. Mary’s University students.

ABOUT US

As shown in Figure 3, this work was designed and developed by three undergraduate students at
St. Mary’s University in San Antonio, Texas, as part of the 2022 Engineering Senior Design
Capstone Project. Dr. Dante Tezza and Nicole Webb (not pictured) of St. Mary’s state-of-
the-art Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) Lab served as the clients for this work, and Dr. Ben
Abbott served as our faculty mentor. The project timeline was in tandem with our senior year,
beginning in August 2021, and the work was completed and presented at the St. Mary’s University
2022 Engineering Capstone Showcase this year, May 2022. The showcase included a variety of
attendees and clients that sponsored the projects.

Figure 3: From left, Dr. Dante Tezza, Omar Aboulhosn, Gabriela Sandoval, Darian Jennings, and
Dr. Ben Abbott.
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• Darian Jennings: I am a recent graduate from St. Mary’s University with a B.S. in Computer
Engineering. I am now pursuing my dream of attaining a graduate degree. I will be working
towards a Computer Science Ph.D. at the University of Florida this upcoming fall.

• Gabi Sandoval: I graduated alongside Darian with a B.S. in Computer Engineering at St.
Mary’s University. I will be returning to St. Mary’s for my Master’s degree in Computer
Engineering in the fall.

• Nicole Webb: In addition to being the UAS Laboratory technician, I am a combined degree
B.S./M.S. Electrical Engineering student at St. Mary’s University. I recently graduated with
my undergraduate degree and will be working to complete my graduate degree in the fall.

• Omar Aboulhosn was a vital team member on the DDCS project. He also graduated from
St. Mary’s University with a B.S. in Computer Engineering.

ARCHITECTURE

Our system had various requirements that needed to be fulfilled. These were assigned by our
clients throughout the project timeline. With this in mind, our application architecture needed to
be one that could handle custom user interfaces which included layouts, states, multi-windows,
and a real-time distributed database.

A. OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM

The DDCS system can best be described as a system of systems in that our project is focused
not only on the graphical user interface (GUI) and database but also on the integration of these
components in an efficient manner that benefits our client and the betterment of the St. Mary’s
UAS program. The architecture allows for multiple (concurrent) users, and drones to date have
only focused on a single drone with a single user. Future work and direction of this project will
exercise (and likely extend) the portions of the system that allow for multiple users to connect
and interact with various drones and their respective data through our drone data communication
system (DDCS). Overall, the architecture follows much of the guidance provided by the iNET
approach (see [11] for an overview of iNET). Figure 4 shows an overview of entire system.

Figure 4: Context diagram of the DDCS.
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B. GROUND CONTROL STATION SUBSYSTEM

The context diagram below depicts the Ground Control Station (GCS) subsystem of the Drone Data
Communication System (DDCS). Its purpose is to allow the user to view the drone’s telemetry as
well as edit the flight controls of the drone. As shown below in Figure 5, the GCS passes, displays,
and sends information such as speed, roll, pitch, yaw, etc. Many of the GCS implementation
choices match those of the overall telemetry community (e.g., iNet’s GTAM [12]). That is, the
GCS utilizes Redis, an in-memory data structure store used as a database, cache, and message
broker. The client emphasized that latency is a high priority for this project. Redis is an excellent
solution that significantly decreases data access latency between subsystems (GCS).

Figure 5: Ground Control Station (GCS) Subsystem.

C. PUBLISH SUBSCRIBE SERVER

The Redis publish-subscribe server stores all the data received from the drone and the commands
sent by the DDCS. As seen in figure 6, the Redis publish/subscribe server communicates directly
with the Raspberry Pi4 through a radio connection. The data type which is stored in the publish-
subscribe server is called a stream. This data type models a log data structure, but Redis streams
allow for powerful operations that overcome the limitations of a standard log file. Each stream
contains a unique ID and organizes the data. This differs from a log file where the data is listed
in binary and cannot be deciphered without the use of another program to decode the log file.
Redis streams also allow the user to implement blocking operations (block) that force consumers
to wait for new data to be added to a stream by a producer. With Redis streams, users can query a
particular range of streams. This includes the latest-oldest, oldest-latest, as well as specific streams
using their associated IDs.
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Figure 6: Publish Subscribe Server Subsystem.

D. POINT-TO-POINT (PPP) COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

Developed by students at St. Mary’s University, the Point-to-Point Communication Protocol is a
communication method that handles the ground system, performance metrics, and protocol con-
figuration between the host system and the unmanned aerial systems (UAS).The communication
protocol is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: PPP Communication Subsystem.

RESULTS

Shown below are the results of the project. For instance, we display the widgets we integrated with
the Redis publish-subscribe server to display telemetry data. Furthermore, we also showcase an
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example of a control station layout using our system. Figure 8, showcases a map and a data display
widget. This map was generated as a product of a web engine widget provided by Qt as the first
iteration of a functional map showing real-time GPS data. The Geolocation API is a JavaScript API
that allows our applications to determine the user’s location. With this, we can also navigate to and
view new locations. Also shown is our ’DisplayData’ widget. As the name reveals, the primary
purpose of this widget is to always provide the user with a list of data values. This widget retrieves
data from the Redis server at an interval of 1 second; this is real-time data that is being transmitted
from the drone hardware. When the data is not available, or the Redis server is down/unavailable,
we have a ”safe-switch” to notify the user that this data is currently unavailable, shown with ”—”.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Integrated widgets: (a) map , (b) display data

Our project demonstrated the need for graphs in order to plot real-time data from the drone into
the DDCS application. Plotting the data provides a much more diverse representation of the drone
flight taking place. To accomplish this, we utilized QCustomPlots, a free, open-source tool pro-
vided by the Qt software. With this tool, we were able to integrate the Redis publish-subscribe
server, retrieve the data points that we wanted (roll, pitch, yaw, and throttle), and plot them ac-
cordingly. This plotting widget can be seen in Figure 9, alongside the flight instruments widgets.
Derived from an open-source Qt library called ’QFlightInstruments,’ these ’basic six’ widgets are
gauges that can be used for various drone telemetry data. From left to right and top to bottom,
it includes Airspeed Indicator (ASI), Attitude Indicator (AI), Altimeter (ALT), Turn Coordinator
(TC), Heading Indicator (HI), and Vertical Speed Indicator (VSI). We integrated these open-source
widgets into our system to display the telemetry data from the drone. This again showcases the
modularity and scalability of our drone data communication system (DDCS).

We created a default layout configuration for our drone data communication system (DDCS),
shown in Figure 10. The figure highlights a few of the widgets we developed and/or integrated.
This includes the gauges, graph, data values, flight modes, remote controller (RC) input status,
emergency button, battery, and clock, as well as proportional-integrative-derivative (PID) tuning.
Our system has complete flexibility for layout configurations. The user can move around each wid-
get and dock them accordingly within the main widget window. The system also allows the user
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: Integrated widgets: (a) QCustomPlots , (b) QFlightInstruments

to extract widgets from the main window into a new window of its own. Each new window retains
the same functionality of the main window aside from saving states and layouts; these functions
are solely for the main window itself.

Figure 10: Default layout for DDCS.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a telemetry system for Unmanned Aerial Systems. We worked on this
project as part of our Senior Design Capstone Project to fulfill the requirements of the electrical and
computer engineering degrees at St. Mary’s University. Additionally, our project supports other
initiatives from St. Mary’s University in the UAS domain. Our design comprises a distributed
system architecture, with the software shared across the Graphical User Interface (GUI), a Redis
real-time software for data storing and sharing, and the aircraft. Our system allows UAS pilots
to monitor telemetry, tune, and control flight. Additionally, our approach reflects architectures
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previously utilized by large commercial flight test organizations [13] and military approaches (e.g.
iNET[11]). Overall, the modularity and scalability of our system enable its use as an operational,
research, and educational platform.

Our approach is scalable, allowing for the control of additional UASs from one or more control
nodes (GUIs). We intend to continue working on this project and publish it as an open-source
telemetry system for UAS. In future work, we plan to add support for other aircraft models and
UAS swarms, including open-source systems used by the research community, such as ArduPilot,
PX4, Betaflight, and Crazyflie. Additionally, we are in the process of developing a data set of
supporting software that future developers can integrate with the system, such as automated scripts
for data analysis and widgets for front-end development.
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